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Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. Stress is the last thing you should feel when towing a trailer -- whether you're hauling
your RV to that favorite camping destination, your ATVs up to the hunting grounds or your
fishing boat to the new hidden hotspot. At CURT, we think your towing equipment should add to
the enjoyment of your experience, not detract from it. They are built with some of the most
advanced technology in the industry, and each one is custom-fitted to work with a specific
make and model. Some automotive manufacturers install a special socket on the vehicle to be
used for vehicle-to-trailer wiring. Though this special socket is not equipped on every vehicle, a
CURT custom wiring connector also called a T-connector utilizes the socket for simple,
stress-free installation. Rather than requiring you to cut, splice and solder into your vehicle's
wiring system, the custom wiring connector uses a single OEM-compatible plug and instantly
provides a standard vehicle-to-trailer wiring connection, typically in the form a 4-way flat. All
CURT custom wiring connectors are made vehicle-specific for the easiest possible installation
and the best fit. This particular connector provides a 5-way flat socket while retaining use of the
existing OEM socket. It is designed to be a custom wiring option for a variety of vehicles see
application info to verify fitment with your vehicle. It comes with a dust cover to keep the
connector socket clean when not in use. CURT offers custom trailer hitches, electrical products
and a complete line of towing accessories to get you there with confidence and enjoy every mile
of the journey. A CURT custom trailer wiring harness is the easiest way to equip your vehicle
with the proper electrical connection for towing a trailer. Our custom wiring offers simple,
plug-and-play convenience with no cutting or splicing required, and provides a reliable
connection for powering your trailer lights. Best of all, each CURT custom trailer wiring harness
is made vehicle-specific for a unique make and model. This makes installation hassle-free and
ensures optimal performance with your vehicle. CURT offers two types of custom trailer wiring:
custom wiring harnesses and custom wiring connectors. Both are made for specific vehicles,
and both require zero cutting or splicing. This simply requires access to the taillight wiring. A
custom wiring connector uses a single plug to plug into a designated OEM socket on the
vehicle. Not all vehicles are equipped with this socket, but it does make installing very easy.
Each custom trailer wiring harness and connector is made for a specific make and model,
featuring the necessary components to provide a standard trailer wiring output. Whatever your
lifestyle, choosing the right CURT custom trailer wiring harness for your vehicle is easy. Simply
use your vehicle's year, make, model and style. The high-quality components used in our
custom trailer wiring create very little resistance to reduce heat, limit voltage drop and extend
the life of the circuits. SMT is manufactured with automated processes for maximum
consistency and the highly efficient circuitry promotes optimum intensity and life for the trailer
light. Surface mount technology is able to better withstand shaking and vibrations, conditions
that are common while towing, compared to traditional through-hole-mount tech. Skip to main
content. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping
charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the
return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Friday, Feb 26 Order within 9 hrs and 6
mins Details. Only 18 left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your
transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security
system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. Ships
from. Sold by. Amazon's Choice recommends highly rated and well-priced products. This fits
your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are
shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by Amazon. FREE
Shipping. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1.
Previous page. Next page. More items to explore. Hopkins 4 Wire Flat Adapter. Compare with
similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem
completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical
Details. Click here to make a request to customer service. Would you like to tell us about a
lower price? From the manufacturer. Wherever your work or play takes you CURT offers custom
trailer hitches, electrical products and a complete line of towing accessories to get you there
with confidence and enjoy every mile of the journey. Reliable power. Key features of CURT
trailer wiring Simple, plug-and-play installation Constructed with SMT circuitry Provides a
standard trailer wiring output, usually 4-way or 5-way flat Dust cover included to keep connector
clean when not in use. Installation of CURT custom vehicle trailer wiring. Two types of trailer
wiring CURT offers two types of custom trailer wiring: custom wiring harnesses and custom
wiring connectors. Custom trailer wiring connectors A custom wiring connector uses a single
plug to plug into a designated OEM socket on the vehicle. Both vehicle-specific Each custom
trailer wiring harness and connector is made for a specific make and model, featuring the

necessary components to provide a standard trailer wiring output. Selecting custom wiring
Whatever your lifestyle, choosing the right CURT custom trailer wiring harness for your vehicle
is easy. Minimum heat generation The high-quality components used in our custom trailer
wiring create very little resistance to reduce heat, limit voltage drop and extend the life of the
circuits. Optimum light intensity SMT is manufactured with automated processes for maximum
consistency and the highly efficient circuitry promotes optimum intensity and life for the trailer
light. Durable performance Surface mount technology is able to better withstand shaking and
vibrations, conditions that are common while towing, compared to traditional
through-hole-mount tech. Featured items you may like. See questions and answers. Customer
reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a
review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Great item, great price. Tucks up nicely under my truck
hiding all the extra wiring from my installed lights. Most people buy the 4-way 4-pole version.
This however is the one you need if you want be able to use REVERSE lights in a plug and play
fashion such as for those tailgate light bars. Then, just add a bullet connector to your wiring
from the led tailgate light bar and plug it in. Works great as long as your vehicle has the
standard 7-way wiring like most GM trucks have from the factory. Used on a Sierra with stock
tow package. So what I like about this is the fact that it has the 5th pin for reverse lights. I used
this to Plug N Play into the vehicle wiring so I could add some reverse LED lights in the bumper
without having to tap into the stock wiring. Got this to wire in some step lights on my Silverado
and also rear reverse LED lights that mount under the bumper. This goes between the factory
wiring so you wire into this and don't touch factory wire with cruddy T taps and the like. THe
fifth wire blue on this from the reverse lights. Perfect for someone wanting to add one of those
under the tailgate light bars or do what I did and not have to touch the fatory harness! The light
bar company should just include one The light bar company should just include one of these as
part of their kit. Made putting my tailgate light bar with back-up lights on my truck so easy, I
installed it on both of my trucks. No cutting into the factory wiring harness. What could be
easier. I bought this so I could install an LED tailgate light bar with reverse lights, and not cut
into my factory wiring harness. It installs easily, I had other work to do on my truck so I
removed my bumper giving even more access. Worth the money to keep an uncut wiring
harness. One person found this helpful. I bought this so as not to have to splice a 4 pin trailer
plug on my Silverado. The installation was easy but upon testing nothing worked; not the 7 pin
nor the 4 pin. Upon removal and inspection the neutral pin is nothing but a stub that cannot
make an electrical connection. Amazon is sending a replacement that I hope does not have this
defect I will update when the new one arrives. I received the replacement and everything worked
perfectly. The three star rating reflects the two extra times I had to crawl under my truck due to
the defective initial order. By Dazlin on May 6, Images in this review. It snapped in perfectly. I
will update if there are any electrical problems. I had gotten worried when I received the
package because there was a list of vehicles that this fit, which included the Tundra, but not the
Tacoma. Anything I could find online either said it didn't fit the Tacoma, or it wasn't confirmed. It
does fit. I figured these were pretty standard, so if it snapped in, it will probably work. See all
reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Works great and as expected. Fast deliver as always.
Used to connect my tailgate light bar behind the bumper for a nice clean install. Well worth the
money and saved me from wiring into my factory harness on my brand new truck. Would
recommend!! If you need another plug or are adding a light bar to your truck this is the only way
to go. Effortlessly plugs into your current harness. Takes longer to crawl under the truck than it
does to install it. Fantastic product! Report abuse. Good quality product and worked perfectly
on my Ram including reverse signal. Worked great for not having to use electrical connectors
into vehicle wiring harness. Essentially Plug in and Go. With all capabilities still functioning
outside bumper trailer wiring plug ins. Pages with related products. See and discover other
items: hummer h3 accessories exterior , hummer h3 wheel cover , ford transit , trailer wiring
connector , gmc sierra oem parts , jeep turn signal wiring. There's a problem loading this menu
right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top.
Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon

Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. Register a free account today to become a member! Once signed in, you'll be able
to participate on this site by adding your own topics and posts, as well as connect with other
members through your own private inbox! Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced
searchâ€¦. Forums New posts Search forums. What's new New posts New profile posts Latest
activity. Members Current visitors New profile posts Search profile posts. Email Subscription.
Everywhere Threads This forum This thread. Filters Search. New posts. Search forums.
JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before
proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites
correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Tailgate light bar. Thread starter
Hahny Start date Oct 28, First Prev 5 of 28 Go to page. Powerman Active Member. Yesterday I
did the physical mounting of the OPT7 triple LED light bar and fiddled around with the
positioning to get it clear of the tailgate opening, which is no small challenge. There's also
molded "bumps" on the very outsides of the fascia panel that keep you from mounting the bar
flush directly on the fascia. When the bottom light row is about flush with the level of the
bumper, the tailgate clears with millimeters to spare. Hopefully 4 clips are adequate to keep the
bar from coming loose, but maybe I will figure out some invisible way to zip tie the thing as a
fail-safe. I have to zip tie up all the harness this evening But a question for grinch72 maybe I
don't understand something : Why did you make that little 6 inch harness from both ends of the
hopkins 5-way kit? It seems like the light bar plugs right into the Curt 5-way and you could just
put a bullet connector on the white wire and stick it into the one remaining open one in the curt?
For now I have just plugged the 4-wire plug into the Curt. I had a spare 4-wire plug and just
sacrifieced it and used razor knife to cut one bullet-plug worth of connector with one wire off
the molded 4-wire and spliced that onto the bar's white wire and plugged that into the remaining
Curt socket. All works fine. Thanks for any explanations. Joined Sep 22, Messages Reaction
score I made it and used it as an extension to the OPT7 bar. Dmalonecentral Well-Known
Member. Joined Aug 19, Messages Reaction score Bit the bullet and ordered mine. Still
concerned about the delay but it just looks too cool. I am curious if anyone has been able to test
what happens if you just tap on the brake, will the light bar light up for a second a split second
later? Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk. Joined May 29, Messages 67 Reaction score
Dmalonecentral said:. MValdez Well-Known Member. I just drove behind another truck with
tailgate bar and it was about whole second delay between factory stop lights and bar. MValdez
said:. Curt Manufacturing Trailer Connector. Last edited: Jan 11, I think the gives you a 4-wire
plug and then you have to go tap reverse somewhere, a tail-light or elsewhere in the harness.
The Curt gives you reverse signal at the same plug you plug the bar into. You only have to
fashion your bullet collector for the single extra socket in the plug. This seemed easier and
cleaner to me. Dang, so I already ordered the Did you mean the ? Last edited: Jan 9, Appreciate
all the info on this thread. Also, I did take the tail gate off to do the initial mounting. Not sure if it
made it easier but I think it did. Joined Sep 19, Messages Reaction score I may have missed this
somewhere but has anyone just hooked up the reverse light in the bar? I don't really want the
brake light or running light feature. I just really want a brighter reverse light. Exactly what I'm
looking for. Thank you. Joined Jan 13, Messages 40 Reaction score This was what I ordered.
This is the one that I ordered. It has running, Brake, Orange sequential blinkers and reverse. GS,
I ordered the same one Dmalonecentral ordered from Amazon, and yes , the links on Amazon
indicated it would not fit, but it will! No idea. In my case I mounted the 4 clips on the plastic
fascia panel, spaced equidistant across the panel with spacers under each. I'll check with a
straight edge to see how close to flat the bar is, but there is some flex possible when it is
mounted. When the bottom light row is about flush with the level of the bumper and the clip
spacers are short enough, the tailgate clears with a few millimeters to spare. There is very little
room tolerance to show well out back and miss the tailgate lip when opening, but it does fit and
looks great when you get it positioned right. Hopefully 4 clips are sufficient to keep the bar from
coming loose, but maybe I will figure out some invisible way to zip tie the thing as a fail-safe.
But a question for grinch72 maybe I don't understand something : Why did you make that little 6
inch harness from both ends of the Hopkins 5-way kit? It seems like the light bar plugs right
into the Curt 5-way and you could just put a bullet connector on the white reverse wire and stick
it into the one remaining open one reverse in the Curt? I am not sure why you made that adapter
other than removing the bar with the single bullet connector wire might be fragile and fiddly if
you had do it more than a time or two, therefore the 5-wire to 5-wire quick disconnect. Not
understanding the 6-inch harness functionality, I have just plugged the 4-wire plug directly into
the Curt I sacrificed the unused OPT7 "hardwire adapter" 4-wire pigtail from the kit and used
razor knife to cut one bullet-plug worth of connector with one wire off the molded 4-wire plug,
then spliced that onto the bar's white bare wire and plugged that into the remaining Curt socket.

I'll be sending the Hopkins 5-way plug set back to Amazon. PS - I took a look at the light bar at
night - quite cool. The backup lights make a huge difference lighting up the invisible area
behind the truck. The OPT7 bar does not come on if you quick tap the brake, it needs about 1
second to light up. Thanks for sharing all the info to put this together. Curt Ok y'all I read
through this thread several times now: so the reason for using the Curt is so the we do NOT
have to splice into the taillight for reverse, correct? But in y'alls descriptions you always
reference something like "then spliced that onto the bar's white bare wire and plugged that into
the remaining Curt socket" In the photo of the Curt attached I don't see any "remaining socket"?
Last edited: Jan 24, SpeedyV Ram Connoisseur Staff member. Site Supporter. It is because it is
a four wire setup. Brake and blinker are on the same side in the same wire. The lightbar needs
to wait and determine if it is constant power brake or pulse power blinker. At that point it lights
up accordingly. I thought it would annoy me as well and almost went with a different setup but
in the end I am very happy with it. You must log in or register to reply here. Users who are
viewing this thread. Site Vendors. Staff online. Log in. Forums What's new Log in Register
Search. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep
you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of
cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. See our other listings. If you have questions about the product
or your order please contact us via eBay Messages for assistance. Thank you. Business Hours.
Stress is the last thing you should feel when towing a trailer -- whether youre hauling your RV to
that favorite camping destination, your ATVs up to the hunting grounds or your fishing boat to
the new hidden hotspot. At CURT, we think your towing equipment should add to the enjoyment
of your experience, not detract from it. They are built with some of the most advanced
technology in the industry, and each one is custom-fitted to work with a specific make and
model. Some automotive manufacturers install a special socket on the vehicle to be used for
vehicle-to-trailer wiring. Though this special socket is not equipped on every vehicle, a CURT
custom wiring connector also called a T-connector utilizes the socket for simple, stress-free
installation. Rather than requiring you to cut, splice and solder into your vehicles wiring system,
the custom wiring connector uses a single OEM-compatible plug and instantly provides a
standard vehicle-to-trailer wiring connection, typically in the form a 4-way flat. All CURT custom
wiring connectors are made vehicle-specific for the easiest possible installation and the best fit.
This particular connector provides a 5-way flat socket while retaining use of the existing OEM
7-way. It is designed to be a custom wiring option for a variety of vehicles see application info
to verify fitment with your vehicle. It comes with a dust cover to keep the connector socket
clean when not in use. Marketing Description. T-Connector and dust cover, ground screw, fuse,
and in-line fuse holder where needed. See Item Specifics section for additional specifications
about this part. Vehicle Fitment Summary. Also review the notes section in the compatibility
chart for additional specifications about this part. The engine typ es may include 1. This part fits
vehicles made in the following years ,,,,,, 3,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, With over 60 years experience in the
automotive and aftermarket business, and the most competitive pricing in the industry,
PartsAnytime is the best choice for all of your aftermarket truck and car exhaust needs! We
pride ourselves on superior customer service, and fast shipping. We have full-line coverage of
aftermarket and high performance exhaust products with one of the largest inventories in the
United States. Return shipping paid by. All rights reserved. Stress is the last thing you should
feel when towing a trailer -- whether youre hauling your RV to that favorite camping destination,
your ATVs up to the hunting grounds or your fishing boat to the new hidden hotspot. At CURT,
we think your towing equipment should add to the enjoyment of your experience, not detract
from it. They are built with some of the most advanced technology in the industry, and each one
is custom-fitted to work with a specific make and model. Some automotive manufacturers install
a special socket on the vehicle to be used for vehicle-to-trailer wiring. Though this special
socket is not equipped on every vehicle, a CURT custom wiring connector also called a
T-connector utilizes the socket for simple, stress-free installation. Rather than requiring you to
cut, splice and solder into your vehicles wiring system, the custom wiring connector uses a
single OEM-compatible plug and instantly provides a standard vehicle-to-trailer wiring
connection, typically in the form a 4-way flat. All CURT custom wiring connectors are made
vehicle-specific for the easiest possible installation and the best fit. This particular connector
provides a 5-way flat socket while retaining use of the existing OEM 7-way. It is designed to be a
custom wiring option for a variety of vehicles see application info to verify fitment with your
vehicle. It comes with a dust cover to keep the connector socket clean when not in use. Home Return to Previous Page. Additional Images. Qty :. Add to Cart Add to Wishlist. Description
Details Shipping Documents Reviews Description Stress is the last thing you should feel when
towing a trailer -- whether youre hauling your RV to that favorite camping destination, your
ATVs up to the hunting grounds or your fishing boat to the new hidden hotspot. Package

Dimensions: W6. You must login to post a review. Password Forgot Password? New Customer
Forgot Password. For more information go to T-connectors by Curt are the fastest and safest
way to get your rig on the road with true plug-and-play electrical wiring. CURT Manufacturing, a
leading aftermarket manufacturer of top-notch towing and trailer systems, is unsurpassed in
price, quality and style. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote.
Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select
your vehicle. Manufacturer Questions, Answers. T Connector. Connector Type:. Anticipated
trx250r engine
wiki ford
nissan juke owners manual 2016
Ship Out Time:. Quantity Sold:. Sold individually. Prop 65 Warning:. Vehicle Fitment
Information. Vehicle Name. Fitment Information. All Engines. Page 1 of Showing 1 - 5 of results.
Product Information. Made in America Plug-n-play electrical wiring without soldering, splicing
or expensive specialty tools Kits contain all plugs, wires and converters depending on
application Patented surface-mount technology and safe circuit protection Fits vehicle by year,
make and model Premium-grade, durable components for professional-level towability.
Warranty Policy. Right parts, guaranteed. Check out our Warranty Policy for more details.
Shipping Policy. We ship fast so you can get on the road that much faster. Check out our
Shipping Policy for more details. Easy Return Policy. Check out our Return Policy for more
details. Customer Reviews. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights
Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility
Statement.

